
LEARN THE TRUTH ABOUT AND BECOME AWARE OF
GANGSTALKING   -    TARGETED INDIVIDUALS (TI'S)

DIRECTED ENERGY WEAPONS (DEW'S)
This is a horrible crime that ranks up with HUMAN TRAFFICKING
THIS IS 100% CRIMINAL  AND IMMORAL IN EVERY WAY 

Perpetrators of this crime are turned into career criminals because they act on lies told about a target
https://www.stopgangstalkingcrimes.com/laws  

     The organizers (some posing as/or(rogue groups of) Police, FBI, CIA, NSA, etc.) of this crime pray on people that are called 
Targeted Individuals (TI's)(VICTIMS ages young to the old, handicapped, disabled, rich, poor, homeless, anyone, 
Perpetrators have no morals. Many commit 1st suicide, 2nd cancer, 3rd heartaches from torture of this crime). The targeting
is believed to be in an experimental stage yet. The day to day life of a Targeted Individual is non-stop torture do to the 
gangstalking and directed energy weapon tactics used on them. Many crimes are committed against TI's in this program. TI's 
often lose there jobs, family, friends, support, housing, health, personal belonging and many other normal things in life that all 
have the rights to have and enjoy. Most perpetrators are lied to in order to get them to become involved in this crime. 
Perpetrators are organized groups  with different levels of involvement  which fall under RACKETEER INFLUENCED and 
CORRUPT ORGANIZATION ACT, commonly referred to as the RICO Act or simply RICO, is a United States federal law that
provides for extended criminal penalties and a civil cause of action for acts performed as part of an ongoing criminal 
organization.

Electronic Harassment 
     The use of radio frequency, sonic, laser and other types of devices to remotely inflict a variety of effects on the mind, body, 
make noise, electronic failures, shut down autos, etc.. The use of, done to, manipulate any electrical device to harass someone. 

Method and device for implementing the radio frequency hearing effect(V2K/Voice to Skull/Voice of God)US patent #6,470,214
Apparatus and method for remotely monitoring and altering brain waves US patent # 3,951,134

Energy focusing system for active denial apparatus  US patent # 8,453,551
Engine disabling weapon  US Patent # 5,952,600

     A very limited list of physical effects that can be achieved using electronic weapons, many effects can be achieved 
suddenly, i.e. within a second, instantly – Scratching, Stomach pain, Urge to urinate, Urge to defecate, Coughing, sneezing, 
Burping, farting, Sleepiness,Yawning, Stomach pain, Kidney pain, Painful feet, Painful legs, Chest pressure, Bubbling stomach, 
Blurred vision, Nausea, Fatigue, Heating head/body, Muscle pain, Chest pain, Blind gut attack, Back pain, Racing heart, Sexual 
stimulation, Toothache, Headache, Hearing problems, Sudden confusion, Sudden memory loss.

This is why many Targeted Individuals are wrongly thought to be mentally ill

     U.S. ARMY Intelligence Officer, Julianne McKinney - "The objective is to force the TI to commit a crime- murder, 
suicide, or make an outburst, from which they can be jailed or institutionalized"

     EX-F.B.I. Chief  Ted L Gunderson stated in his affidavit talks about Gangstalking - "This makes the F.B.I.'s former 
COINTELPRO program, which I worked on, including in a supervisory capacity, look like a Sunday school program by 
comparison." Confirms this crime> https://www.stopgangstalkingcrimes.com/affidavit 

    Karen Melton-Stewart: Ex-NSA Foreign Language Intelligence Analyst with Top Secret Clearance - "They "shocked" us
with various types, then settled into switching types of  DEW's every 6-7 weeks. Ultrasonic, electromagnetic, heterodyning, 
microwave... others I can't even name" - “When I worked [at the NSA] (1982-2010) I had no idea that there was an über-evil, 
anti-American side to NSA. Everything is highly compartment-ed... this protects secrets but of course is a perfect environment in
which to hide elaborate criminal activity, especially when the NSA Security as well as other watch dog organizations were 
compromised in preparation for crimes of unfathomable reach and scope” 

    Robert Duncan is a scientist with multiple degrees from Dartmouth College and Harvard University in Applied 
Sciences (e.g., artificial intelligence, pattern recognition and robotics) and Business. He has worked on projects for the 
CIA, Department of Defense, and Department of Justice. Robert Duncan helped prefect the Directed Energy Weapons 
used on TI's - In 2004 he testified before the Senate Intelligence Committee, Judiciary Committee, and 23 members of Congress
regarding non-consensual experimentation on American citizens. Quotes: “Their techniques of disguising the way that they 

https://www.stopgangstalkingcrimes.com/laws
https://www.stopgangstalkingcrimes.com/affidavit


experiment on people have improved over 45 years quite a bit, and it relies on plausible deniability” - “I’ve empowered the dark 
side by some of my work” - "It is insane what our government is doing" -  “There trying to get a diverse swap of all economics, 
educational levels, demographics of every kind in order to improve the probability matrices of this weapons system, to control 
human beings. This will be the ultimate slavery of humankind”

     Eldon Byrd: BS in Electrical Engineering, MS in Medical Engineering - “Technology exists to: 1) induce sound into the 
brain at a distance, 2) monitor and alter brain waves at a distance, 3) alter behavior at a distance, 4) induce images into the brain, 
5) target individual organs, 6) disrupt calcium ions binding on individual cell surfaces, creating pain and other effects"

     Brad Robinson - Former CIA Operative now a P.I. with The Millennium Group - "Gang Stalking -- the systematic and 
more or less coordinated harassment of a given individual by multiple perpetrators -- is real. Our investigative agency has 
handled several such cases in recent years"

     Dr. Barry Trower is a retired military scientist and physicist (worked to prefect microwave technology) - Who has 
made it his mission to educate and warn the public on the dangers that are affecting unsuspecting victims on a daily basis. He 
will further detail what horrible effects we will succumb to if we do not band together and stop these atrocities. Quotes: “What 
the governments found, was that you could induce by changing the pulse frequency like mores code of the microwaves going 
into the brain and interfering with the brain, by specializing on the pulse frequency you could induce psychiatric illnesses to the 
point where a psychiatrist could not tell if it is a genuine psychiatric illness or an induced psychiatric illness. So what you can do
theoretically, is you can target an individual’s brain, they may have auditory hallucinations where they hear things, which is 
actually quite common with microwaves. Or show signs of schizophrenia, for instance 6.6 pulses a second can induce severe 
sexual aggression in men. … Technically what you could do is have someone committed to a psychiatric hospital or a jail for a 
crime, just by somebody saying that they had a psychiatric problem where by they didn’t” - "So for the last 40 years the English 
government has been lying to the people. And the American, the Canadian, the Australian, they have been lying. They have been 
lying to protect industry, to protect their profits, to protect themselves from lawsuits. So they are really just liars and it is 
provable, sanctioned by the World Health Organization, without a shadow of a doubt" - He stated in an interview that scientist 
where hanged after WORLD WAR II for what scientist are getting away with today!

     John Glenn: Former astronaut and U.S. Senator - Publicly-expressed outrage that this government has been found to be 
engaging in brutal forms of involuntary human experimentation, and that any and all forms of this type of experimentation be 
exposed. He stated that there are experiments with non-ionizing, so-called "non-lethal," directed energy weapons, surveillance 
and psychotronic systems. He opposes Microwave Harassment and Mind-Control Experimentation especially connected to Los 
Alamo's National Laboratory, the Department of Energy, the Department of Defense, CIA, and the National Reconnaissance 
Office. He stated the DOD has increased in the numbers of Ground Wave Emergency Network (GWEN) towers and satellites 
that qualify as directed-energy emitters, microwave towers, and antennae arrays. John Glenn is also a member of the Electronic 
Surveillance Project that is trying to stop these forms of harassment and human experimentation.

     Jim Guest Missouri State Senator - Is one of only a few politicians who has publicly stated he is convinced electronic 
harassment and organized group/community stalking is not mental illness.

     Senator John Glenn stated on the floor of the US Senate (U.S. Senate 105th Congress, 1st session) - "You just think 
about your family, your own son, your own daughter, or grandchildren who might be, the next time they got to a doctor, the 
subject of some medical experiment that they are not even told about. I do not think there can be many things more UN-
American than that."

     Patent in 2002, 6,470,214: Granted on Oct. 22, 2002, “Method and device for implementing the radio-frequency 
hearing effect.” “This device can beam energy waves that “can be converted to nerve signals that are sent to the brain 
thereby enabling intelligible speech to be perceived by the brain. The result: the person hears voices that aren’t there.” 
(This is V2K or “VOICE TO SKULL” technology).

     Voice of God weapon which is actually called S-Quad or Silent Sound Spread Spectrum was used in the first OPERRATION 
DESERT STORM. That was one of those scenarios where 1,500 Iraqi soldiers disassembled their weapons, got to their knees, 
and surrendered to 150 marines, who didn’t have enough slip ties to tie them all together, and this was admitted they used S-
Quad to put the voice of Allah in their heads to tell them to surrender.

Becoming aware of this crime, supporting victims and spreading awareness will lead to a better future for all!
      We invite you to our website to learn more about this crimes. Feel free to email us and let us know your opinion about 
what you read/learn. We ask everyone to open your mind and learn about the problems the world is facing and become active 
in ending them. Only people working together will stop crimes like this. Think about where this program will lead to for the 
future of your family, kids, grandchildren and their children.  

We Thank You for your time reading our flier from all Targeted Individuals

www.stopgangstalkingcrimes.com - stopgangstalkingcrimes@gmail.com 
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